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DICTIONARY LEARNING WITH CLASSIFICATION
Why dictionary learning ?

My works

Sparse dictionary learning (figure 1) has shown their super
performance in data compression, noise reduction, … Further, it can
deal with the classification by integrating with some other terms in
objective function (∗) like a linear classifier (𝐖) and graph regularized
matrix (𝐿𝐴 ) [1]. The latter term promotes the interactions between
sparse codes (𝐀) to conserve the relations within data (𝐗). The feature
dependencies is conserved thanks to the graph regularized matrix (𝐿𝐷 ),
so this problem called Dual Graph-Dictionary Learning (DG-DL). Not like
in traditional training, we use also test data in this stage to regularize
sparse codes, this helps to avoid over-learning because relations within
all data (contains training and test) is conserved and reinforce the
dictionary (𝐃) because we have more samples.
Index terms : Dictionary learning, Classification, Manifold
learning.

We tested with database MINST and the precision is 88,54% by using

trained classifier (𝐖), and reach to 96.62% if using SVM to reinforce
with sparse code. We compare (DG-DL) with (DK-SVD), which just
integrate the linear classifier (𝐖) in dictionary learning (figure 2). This
result is very encouraging because it can be compared to neural
network performance (about 99%).
Our next job is to apply to astronomy data in which each image is
4Kx4K instead of 7x7 in MNIST and to carry on working with challenges
below.
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Figure 1. Sparse dictionary learning, un sample is reconstructed by
a linear sum of atoms
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Figure 2. Comparison between DK-SVD and DG-DL, and boosted
version with SVM

Challenge
Algorithm
Above objective function is solved iteratively by three stages
(sparse coding, dictionary update and classifier update) with simple and
efficient Proximal Splitting Method [2].

Discriminant Power, which means to learn a dictionary to
generate sparse codes which are more effectives in classification tasks
but always in good condition of reconstruction.
Geometric Invariances, which means dictionary is able to learn
the similar structures with different offsets (translations), orientations
and scales in the training set.
Turning Problem which means to reduce manual turning tasks in
parameters optimization of dictionary learning.
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